This paper addresses the problem of vibrations produced by switched reluctance actuators, focusing on the linear configuration of this type of machines, aiming at its characterization regarding the structural vibrations. The complexity of the mechanical system and the number of parts used put serious restrictions on the effectiveness of analytical approaches. We build the 3D model of the actuator and use finite element method (FEM) to find its natural frequencies. The focus is on frequencies within the range up to nearly 1.2 kHz which is considered relevant, based on preliminary simulations and experiments. Spectral analysis results of audio signals from experimental modal excitation are also shown and discussed. The obtained data support the characterization of the linear actuator regarding the excited modes, its vibration frequencies, and mode shapes, with high potential of excitation due to the regular operation regimes of the machine. The results reveal abundant modes and harmonics and the symmetry characteristics of the actuator, showing that the vibration modes can be excited for different configurations of the actuator. The identification of the most critical modes is of great significance for the actuator's control strategies. This analysis also provides significant information to adopt solutions to reduce the vibrations at the design.
Introduction
The main drawbacks associated with switched reluctance drives (SRD) are the vibrations and the acoustic noise produced in its operation, which are relatively higher than those of the induction machines and permanent magnet synchronous drives. This feature is especially relevant for noise sensitive applications and has received considerable attention over the past two decades. A plethora of studies exists on the analysis of origins and characterization of the mechanical vibrations [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , the prediction and mitigation [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , and the emitted acoustic noise [11, [20] [21] [22] [23] . The majority of published works focuses on the rotational configuration of these type of machines, that is, switched reluctance motor (SRM) drives.
When compared to SRM, the linear switched reluctance actuator (LSRA) is a relatively new research and development subject. As a result, the known and published works addressing the vibrations, the force ripple, and the acoustic noise problem for LSRA are relatively scarce [11, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Numerous studies identify the primary sources of the acoustic noise as structural vibrations, radiated from the stator, shaft, and bearings and induced by the generated forces. These vibrations vary with the load or the step voltage. Accordingly, several methods have been proposed for either active noise cancellation or new control and optimal driving strategies. For the acoustic noise mitigation, some studies focus on the prediction and characterization of the vibrations. Consequently, several models have been formulated based on the finite element method (FEM), as an alternative to analytical or experimental methods, namely, the hammer test method. Among the reasons that explain the use of FEM are the improvements in computational tools and their performance and also the associated capacity to develop complex mechanical models and achieve high accuracy with the results.
The operation of switched reluctance drives is based on the inductance profile of the machine coils, ( ), which is related to the relative positions of its parts and its dimensions. The operation of a three-phase LSRA is based on the same principle as that of SRM and requires the sequential activation of phase coils a, b, and c [29] . If the poles of the stator and the teeth of the translator (or rotor) for any phase are at the unaligned position, the inductance reaches its minimum value. When a phase is activated, the electric current flowing through the coil induces an electromagnetic force that causes the moving parts to move towards the maximum inductance position (minimum magnetic reluctance), that is, to the aligned position. If the movement continues the inductance decreases with the misalignment, due to the increase in the relative displacement towards the minimum inductance. Assuming ideal conditions, the excitation current in the phase coil produces an electromagnetic motoring force that is expressed as [29] (pp. 22)
where is the peak value of the coil excitation current, . At the same time, due to the continuous displacement, regenerative forces, , occur in the regions adjacent to the full alignment position, such that = − , which are related to the negative variation of the inductance in phase coils b and c, respectively. In general, the regenerative forces superimpose to the motoring force. Repeated activation of the phases in sequence abc moves the translator forward and backwards when the sequence acb is activated. The smoothness of the displacement of the translator depends on the switching positions of the phases, on the duty cycle of the excitation, on the electronics converter topologies, and on the control mode strategies.
In real applications, there are imperfections and nonlinearities associated with the inductance profile; besides, the driving currents do not vary linearly either. Moreover, for a given force, the desired excitation current values are achieved by the switching process of the electronics converters and the control strategies, usually modeled by a pulse width modulation signal. The switching regime causes variations to the current that foster ripple in the produced forces. Thus, the nature of the forces generated during the LSRA operation is susceptible to generating vibration whose magnitude can be amplified, especially in the vicinity of the natural frequencies of structural vibrations. The natural modes, the resonant frequencies, and the characteristics of the induced acoustic noise influence or restrict the use of machines, with direct consequences for human well-being and health [30] . On the other hand, the mechanical vibrations are particularly relevant when precise movement is a requirement and can compromise the application of the actuator.
The sources of vibrations and the acoustic noise in LSRA are primarily the same as for the rotational configuration, due to their common modes of operation. However, the characteristics of the vibrations in electromechanical linear actuators evidence some unique features. Firstly, the natural modes depend on the structural characteristics of the actuator, which vary according to the relative position of the moving parts. Secondly, while vibrations are usually periodic in rotational configuration, in linear actuators the vibrations are periodic only if the excitation forces and the translation movements are periodic. This phenomenon occurs due to linear displacements in this type of machine, rather than angular movement in the rotational configuration. Also, the vibrations tend to be localized, and the associated displacements depend on the position and the structural configuration. Moreover, the finite length of the machine parts influences the propagation of the mechanical waves along the structure. The reflections at both ends interfere along the actuator structure, forming a stationary wave.
The vibrations and the emitted acoustic noise are directly connected with structural aspects of the actuator and its characteristics related to the properties and the dimensions of the materials used. These characteristics dictate the mechanical vibration behavior of the machine and are not an easy issue to deal with from the analytical point of view, in part due to the difficulties encountered in modeling the mechanical structures. Among the structural differences between the rotational and linear configurations of SRD, one can mention the finite length of both the stator and the translator of the latter. On the one hand, the complexity of the mechanical model demands attention to the distribution of masses according to the different positions of the translator. On the contrary, the elastic model denotes results in an increase in complexity, and its analytical solutions are hard to obtain and might be not accurate enough. For these reasons, it is common to use computational simulation tools based on the finite element method (FEM) to model these structures.
The FEM is essentially a discretization technique and approximation method for modeling the distributed parameter systems that correspond to its decomposition into several finite elements or building blocks, equivalent to a system discretization technique. When applied to linear systems, the finite element analysis (FEA) allows finding the approximate solutions to the differential equations that describe the physical model [31, 32] .
This paper presents a simulation study based on the finite element method to obtain the structural vibration modes and frequencies of an LSRA. The focus relies on frequencies within the range up to nearly 1.2 kHz. This band includes the vibration modes considered most relevant and critical to the actuator operation, according to the operation modes as forces profile of the actuator [17, 33] . Moreover, it complements preliminary results of simulations and experiments for frequencies up to 300 Hz [26] . The primary objective of this work is to collect data and establish a framework to characterize the linear actuator fully, regarding the vibrations modes induced due to the regular operation of the machine. Due to the lack of a priori knowledge regarding vibrations, we build a 3D model of the structure and use 3D FEM simulation software to find the natural vibration frequencies. The data obtained support the characterization of the linear actuator focusing on the excited vibrations and mode shapes. The results reveal abundant modes and harmonics and the symmetry characteristics of the actuator. These findings help to identify the vibration modes that can be excited for different configurations of the actuator, according to the position of its moving parts. The gathered information serves to improve the control of the actuator by avoiding excitation regimes with frequencies near its natural vibration frequencies. It also provides a tool for choosing the configuration of the actuator at the design stage towards the tackling of vibration issues.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 refers to the description and characterization of materials used in the construction of the linear actuator and the threedimensional mechanical model. The analysis of vibrations by the finite element method is applied in Section 3. The results obtained from FEM simulations are presented and discussed in Section 4 and verified by experimental results in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 addresses the key findings and the conclusions.
Characterization of the LSRA and Its 3D Mechanical Model
The LSRA that supports this study has been developed and built aiming to analyze and validate the application of variable switched reluctance technology for high precision applications [31, 32] . Figure 1 presents its structural overview. The LSRA of Figure 1 has a total mass of 57 kg and contains around 180 parts bonded and screwed. Its most relevant physical dimensions (in mm) are total length of 2000, width of 500, and height of 250. The LSRA parts are mainly profiled frames of aluminum alloy 6060-O (AlMgSi 0.5F25) manufactured by Bosch Rexroth [33] , except those directly related to the magnetic circuit of the actuator which are of carbon magnetic steel. The primary section of the actuator includes three subassemblies that correspond to each one of its phases and includes aluminum parts for fastening and support and steel parts in the magnetic circuit. Each subassembly includes the coil, encompassing 1092 turns of AWG-20 copper wire and the respective coil core plates and the poles of each phase of the primary. Both the core coil and the phase poles are unique nonlaminated pieces of carbon steel S235-JR, according to EN 10025 (ST37-2 under DIN 17100) with 10 mm thickness. The secondary is also a unique nonlaminated piece of S235-JR steel with 20 mm thickness (maximum). The top face has regularly distributed longitudinal cavities with 20 mm of length and 5 mm of depth interleaved with 10 mm wide saliences, forming the teeth. The linear ball guide rails are chromium-plated stainless steel bars; the precision runner blocks associated with the platforms and the locking parts are of stainless steel and composite materials.
To use the FEM to estimate the natural frequencies and the respective mode shapes, we draw the 3D mechanical model of the main subassemblies that constitute the LSRA using SolidWorks 2013, namely, the base and platforms subassemblies, as depicted in Figures 2(a) and 2(b) , respectively. The first includes the bar that constitutes the secondary of the magnetic circuit, and the later incorporates the parts of the primary, namely, the coils and teeth for each coil and the auxiliary platform. For the final assembly, the platforms subassembly is mounted on top of the base subassembly, thus being capable of performing linear motion across the guide rails due to the fitted runner blocks, thus forming the translator. An example of the magnetic circuit assembly is depicted in Figure 3 showing the relative positioning of the poles of the primary and the teeth at the secondary.
However, both platforms at the translator can move independently. Therefore, it increases the complexity of the problem significantly, due to the high variety of possible mutual positioning of the two platforms. To simplify the problem, we consider the primary and auxiliary as joint pieces behaving as solidary parts. To evaluate the modal frequencies of the LSRA, we consider five different final assembly models, each one regarding a particular position for the platforms assembly. For each position, we assume regular displacements of 375 mm for its symmetry axis concerning the position aligned with the rightmost end allowed by the guide rail course, which is 1900 mm, as depicted in Figure 4 . This configuration corresponds to position P1, as shown in Figure 5 (a).
In this position (P1), the outer ridges of the platform plates are aligned with the end face of the rail guide and the displacement of that point is null. Therefore, position P1 is here considered as a reference to the positioning of platforms. For the remaining four cases, we consider regular displacements of 375 mm on the transversal axis that crosses the geometric center of the platforms. The center is defined by the axis of symmetry of the two platforms subassembly, according to the top plane and the direction orthogonal to that of the (longitudinal) displacement. This axis is orthogonal to the direction of the movement, located at the top plane and is 200 mm distant from the outer ridges of the platform that is also the ending face of the guide rail.
This way, at position P3, the symmetry axis of the platform is aligned with the longitudinal center axis of the actuator base subassembly as illustrated in Figure 5 (b). In positions P2 and P4, the displacement courses of the platforms subassembly to the nearest outer ridges are identical. At the leftmost position allowed for the movement of the LSRA platforms, the outer ridges reach alignment to the end of the rail guide that corresponds to position P5. This position corresponds to a displacement of 1500 mm to the reference point, that is, P1. Observing Figures 2 and 3 one can notice that only the base subassembly possesses symmetry as both platform subassemblies are not symmetric. Therefore, the aligned platforms subassembly is also not symmetric. The effect is transference of the center of mass of the actuator for each one of its positions. Consequently, the modal frequencies expected for positions P1 and P2 and positions P2-P4 differ from those obtained for their counterpart positions, P5 and P4, respectively.
Principles of Vibrations, Modal Analysis, and FE Simulation
Most vibrations and acoustic noise problems in machinery are functions of both the forces and the system characteristics, and its modes depend on structural aspects, material properties, and the boundary conditions. The structural complexity and the interconnection of parts often lead to models corresponding to multiple-degrees-of-freedom (MDOF) systems.
Multiple-Degrees-of-Freedom Systems.
The classical structural dynamics theory uses Newton's laws of motion to describe the oscillatory phenomenon. In systems formed by a set of interconnected masses acting through a network of springs and dampers, with viscous damping, submitted to a steady-state sinusoidal excitation upon the action of external forces, the number of independent coordinates defines the number of DOF. The overall system response for MDOF systems, using matrix notation, is given by the motion equation for MDOF damped systems [31] as
Here 
Lagrange's Equations of
Motion. An alternative to Newton's laws of motion termed Lagrange's equation consists in describing the motion based on the energy equilibrium in the system [32] (pp. 2.30-2.32), considering the total kinetic kin and potential pot energies, expressed as
where refers to generalized coordinates. The kinetic energy considers all coordinates associated with the system; the total potential energy is stored in the springs due to compression and displacement Δ with respect to an initial position [31] (pp. 294-301). For -DOF systems, Lagrange's equation is
where is a generalized displacement coordinate;̇is the velocity at the generalized coordinate; is Rayleigh's dissipation function which represents the energy losses associated with the dumpers; and is relative to the generalized nonconservative forces. For each element of order the quadratic forms of kinetic and potential energies and Rayleigh's dissipation function can be represented using matrix notation as
Therefore, considering small displacements with reference to the equilibrium points ( ≈ ), the linearized Lagrange's equation is given by
It follows that (2) and (8) have a similar representation.
Theories of Dynamics for Vibrations Analysis in Bars and
Plates. The most common approaches to study bars or plates dynamics are that of Euler-Bernoulli and Rayleigh and Timoshenko [32] (pp. 7.19-7.35). Through these methods, the forces acting on the system can be derived from Lagrange's equations although with some limitations; for example, they do not allow for the variation of the bar cross-section when it occurs due to the torsion. Furthermore, due to numerical issues, the accuracy of the Euler-Bernoulli method is considered fair for the first dozen vibration modes [34] but not for higher order modes. Meanwhile, even with these limitations, the first linear approximation analytical method is quite adequate to study the vibrations of uniform bars and find its mode shapes. According to the Euler-Bernoulli approach, applied to orthogonal modes, the equation of motion for a freely vibrating uniform bar with generalized coordinates is a function of displacement and time, expressed as
In (9) , , , and are, respectively, Young's modulus, the second moment of inertia, the density (mass/area), and the cross-sectional area of the bar. Using the Fourier method the deflection function can be expressed in the form
so that ( ) is a time-harmonic function with solution
Moreover, the displacement function ( ) satisfies the expression
where is the flexural wavenumber given by
Considering the existence of time-harmonic motion, the general solution of (11) is a linear combination of trigonometric and hyperbolic functions representing the propagating and evanescent waves [34] , respectively, expressed as
Here , , , and are constants that depend on the configuration and the boundary conditions of the bar.
The Euler-Bernoulli method and the above formulation can be used for vibrating beams (or bars) with transversal displacement resulting from external excitation forces, either for single supported bars or for multisupported bars, in this case considering − 1, bar segments, if the bar has supporting points. Hence, considering transversal excitation and normal modes and using (13) , one can obtain the frequency of vibration for the th mode of a bar with length and simply supported ends in the form [32] (pp. 7.25)
Alternatively, for higher order modes, one can estimate the frequency of vibration for the th modes of the same bar using the expression [35] 
However, when used for = 1 and = 2 its results may have 20% to 30% of error [35] .
The classical dynamics for vibrations on plates also considers transversal forces applied to the surface of the plate. For rectangular uniform plates, the mode shapes functions are harmonic through the orthogonal coordinates and in the form
The frequency of vibrations depends on the particular configuration of the plates and their boundary conditions. Thus, the formulation of the plates' vibrations is rather complex than for the Euler-Bernoulli beam. Hence, the bibliography includes tables specifying the development of the vibration frequencies for plates according to its geometry configuration, for example, in [36] (pp. 41-159).
Modal Analysis and the Finite Elements Method.
The free vibration solution for undamped systems is termed mode and corresponds to a standing wave where all points move at the natural frequency with some phase relation. Thus, each particular eigenvalue, , corresponds to the undamped natural frequencies and the eigenvectors, [ ], contain information on the mode shapes associated with those frequencies. Because modes have a weighted orthogonality property [31] (pp. 309-310) and the mass, stiffness, and damping matrices are in general Hermitian, it is possible to perform matrix diagonalization and obtain their eigenvectors, therefore simplifying the problem. Therefore, in real systems, one can consider proportional damping as a linear combination of the mass and stiffness matrices [37] and perform the decouple of MDOF systems into modal coordinates. Hence, the equation of motion can be expressed in matrix notation using the form (18) where
Each row in (18) corresponds to a single-degree-offreedom (SDOF) system whose equation of motion considers its modal parameters: mass, damping, and stiffness. The undamped natural frequency and the damping coefficient at mode , respectively, are given by
The application of Lagrange's equation to MDOF systems requires the selection of a set of independent coordinates and successive differentiation on each one. Hence, the finite element analysis (FEA) corresponds to decomposition into several building blocks and finds the approximate solutions to the differential equations that describe the model. This procedure is equivalent to a system discretization technique that collects the overall system response as a linear combination of SDOF system responses.
The majority of the LSRA parts model are bars (or beams) either longitudinal or transversal. Regarding the frequency analysis, the bars act as supported-supported or supportedfree bars. The remaining parts of the LSRA include uniform bars with multiple supports along its axis, uniform plates. There are also some nonuniform bars and plates and a few other parts with special configuration. The analysis of bars can be carried out using Euler-Bernoulli or Timoshenko approach; for plates, one can look at the information provided by [36] . However, the multiplicity of parts, their singular geometric configuration and interconnections, and the different materials used increase the complexity of analytical methods. These features suggest the use of FEM simulation tools as a Modelling and Simulation in Engineering more efficient tool for vibration prediction and analysis of the LSRA structure. These are the most significant vibration modes that can be excited during the regular operations of the actuator.
We use the SolidWorks 2013 built simulation tools to perform the FEM frequency analysis study. The global contacts of the actuator parts are considered ideal and set as bonded with no clearance and no penetration allowed among parts. To optimize the simulation results we consider the following: (i) Curvature based mesh, Jacobian 4 points (ii) Fine density, with size elements among 1.2 mm (min) and 12 mm (max) (iii) 1.6 element growth ratio and, at least, eight elements to describe circles This configuration preset before FEA leads to a highquality mesh, whose detail view is presented in Figure 6 .
The number of elements is approximately 1,221,800; the total number of nodes is roughly 2,226,200, and the number of degrees of freedom for 3D coordinates is ∼6,678,700. The elements having an aspect ratio less than 3 correspond to 28% and 8% have an aspect ratio greater than 10.
Analysis of Vibrations and Discussion of Results
Based on preliminary experiments [26] , the FEA study on the 3D model has been performed for frequencies up to 1.2 kHz, which encompasses a set of 80 vibration frequencies and modes per each position of the platforms, one setting a singular configuration for the actuator. Then five scenarios corresponding to positions P1 to P5 are evaluated. Due to the high number of degrees of freedom, the FFEplus solver builtin SolidWorks 2013 is selected, as recommended for DOF greater than 100,000 [36] . This solver uses an iterative integration method to find the solutions and evaluates the individual errors in each iteration; when the latter are small enough, the final settlement is assumed stable. However, when compared to the direct method, the gain in accuracy is also associated with higher computational costs. For example, with the iterative process, the time spent with mesh construction and simulation is around 30 hours on a PC equipped with an Intel Core 2 Duo E7500 CPU @ 2.93 GHz, 6 GB RAM DDR3 @ 1.333 Mbps (36 ns), and running Windows 7 Pro 64 bit operating system. The computational time remains similar for each model considered in this paper. The results obtained from FEA simulation indicate that the first six frequencies, as expected, are not excited and correspond to rigid body vibration modes. Accordingly, the first significant modal frequency is that of mode 7, in a set of 74 modes whose frequencies range from nearly 60 Hz up to approximately 1.2 kHz, as indicated in Table 1 .
In Table 1 it is noticeable that, for a given mode, the vibration frequencies for all considered positions are rather close to each other. For each configuration, it is also observable that the differences among sequential modal frequencies denote small variations. The average modal frequency interval is ∼15 Hz in each position, but the minimum value can be as small as 1 or 2 Hz (e.g., modes 41 and 42 or modes 57 and 58, all for P1). Moreover, for adjacent modes at different places, the frequencies can have equal or close values (e.g., mode 24-P2 versus mode 23-P3, and mode 26-P3 versus mode 27-P4). That means that a typical vibration frequency can occur due to the excitation of different modes in different positions (see, e.g., mode 36 for all positions).
Due to the complexity of the actuator model, the interconnection among its various parts and subsystems, and the different material used, the information in Table 1 is not sufficient to describe the vibrations. Since each mode corresponds to a dominant vibration associated with any part or subassembly, it is important to look at the shapes of every vibration mode. Moreover, this is also important to evaluate the overall vibration modes of the LSRA, to associate its origins to specific parts or subassemblies, and to establish possible correlations among vibration modes.
Figures 7-9 illustrate the mode shapes associated with the first vibration mode (mode 7), in all the cases examined in the FEA study. These consider a given position and its quasisymmetric counterpart. Note that the images showing the displacements are not true scale. This serves solely to illustrate the most significant displacements for each particular mode. The mode shapes for positions P1 and P5 are antisymmetric and mostly related to torsional displacements of the outer top bars and the guide rails as shown in Figures 7(a) and 7(b). Assuming the view from left to right as a standard reference observation point for both positions, the free end of the machine bends clockwise, in either case. A similar phenomenon occurs for positions P2 and P4, as illustrated in Figures 8(a) and 8(b) . However, because the distance from the platforms assembly to the opposite end is lower in this configuration pair, the natural frequencies denote higher values than for positions P1 and P5. Regarding the vibration frequencies and the respective modal shapes and symmetry of displacement, one can observe that the above configurations act as pairs.
The next mode (mode 8) corresponds to vertical bending of the assembly, with higher displacement through the direction YY at the ends opposite to the position of the platform. That displacement is more evident at the outside bars for the configuration pair formed by P1 and P5, as depicted in Figures  9(a) and 9(b) , respectively. Also, as referred to the previous situation, the same occurs for positions P2 and P4, as depicted in Figures 10(a) and 10(b) . In both configuration pairs, the displacement of the structure is upwards and occurs at the nearest ends with respect to the positions of the platforms. At position P3, the platforms are aligned with the middle point with the center axis of the LSRA base structure. Therefore, both ends are equidistant to that position, as shown in Figure 5(b) . However, as the center of mass is not fully aligned with the middle point of the actuator, there is a tendency for torsional displacement, and the antisymmetric behavior is present and noticeable. Figures 11 and 12 show the modal shapes for the first four useful modes (modes 7 to 10) for comparison.
From Figures 11(b) and 12(a), respectively, it is noticeable that, for modes 8 and 9, although with identical frequency, the displacements are complementary with reference to the middle region. The mode shape in Figure 11 (b) also denotes a significant displacement of some parts at the primary of the magnetic circuit, which also contributes to the modal frequency. Maintaining the middle region as a reference, one also observes that the mode shape for mode 7 (Figure 10(a) ) is antisymmetric while that for mode 10 is symmetric (Figure 12(b) ). Moreover, the frequency at mode 10 is almost the double for that of mode 7 which is coherent with the number of nodes (null displacement points) shown in their respective mode shapes (two and one, respectively, regarding the middle position).
Some modes correspond mainly to wave propagation through bars, along with the horizontal (XX) or vertical (YY) directions. Their frequencies and mode shapes can be explained via the Euler-Bernoulli theory. That is the case of the displacements related to wave propagation in horizontal and vertical directions, at the secondary and the top lateral frames. According to that theory, the bar of the secondary part can be seen as a free-free bar with multiple supports. Meanwhile, the top lateral frames are hinged-free bars whose length varies per the position of the platforms. For simplicity, we use (15) and (16) to analytically calculate the vibration frequencies corresponding to orthogonal displacements at the top lateral frames. However, the top lateral frames correspond to composite bars formed of two different parts: aluminum frame bar and a guide rail made of stainless steel (chromiumplated). Therefore, one can apply the superposition principle, considering the two sectional areas, lengths, and Young's modulus for the different materials used. Calculating the modal frequencies for modes 9 and 11 in position P5 via (16) one arrives at 136.5 Hz and 188.2 Hz, respectively. These analytically obtained values are close to those which resulted from FEM simulation: 137.6 Hz and 182 Hz. The relative deviation of these results and those obtained analytically concerning FEM are 0.8% and 3.4%, respectively. This approach has also been considered for other modes, although the resulting errors obtained with respect to the simulation results are higher. The increase in the errors is due not only to the simplicity of the discussed approach but also to the superior accuracy of the iterative method used in the simulation. Nevertheless, these examples serve to verify the consistency of the results for the simpler problems.
The modes listed in Table 2 deserve attention as they all correspond to orthogonal modes with wave propagation displacements along with the horizontal direction, that is, the XX axis. All modes considered are a subset of Table 1 , for which the mechanical waves propagate transversally in phase opposition, along with the subassembly formed by the guide rail and the horizontal bar at the top, on both sides of the LSRA. The number between brackets, near the frequency value, corresponds to the number of that mode as listed in Table 1 . For positions P1 and P5, the platforms are aligned with one end. Because of that, the bar length, LL, is measured as the distance available to the other end of the actuator, which is identical in both cases. In positions P2 and P4, two different bar lengths must be considered. They correspond to the bar segments of the top bar and guide rail from the platforms with respect to the furthermost and the closest ends: the longer (L L ) and the shorter (L S ), respectively. At position P3, the lengths of the bars on both sides are identical. However, there are some particularities to highlight as is further referred to. The symmetric behavior of the actuator is once again evidenced for the modes listed in Table 2 .
The modes and frequencies are identical for each pair of symmetric positions, namely, for positions P1 and P5 and for P2 and P4. For the latter, in particular, it also applies to the portion of the bar with a shorter length, although the differences in the frequencies are relatively higher. Moreover, as both bars lengths are identical in P3, one obtains an equal number of modes; their frequencies are also identical for same order modes. Table 2 also shows two "singular" modes, that is, without symmetric counterpart within the range considered. Some examples are mode 47 at P2 (680.66 Hz) and mode 72 at P3 (1064.70 Hz). In spite of the difference in frequencies, these two modes are of the same order regarding the number of nodes shown at the wave that defines the mode shape. Therefore, we refer to them as homolog modes. Other examples listed for bar segment , for example, are modes 45 at P2 (665.16 Hz) and 71 at P3 (1051.40 Hz), respectively. However, the displacements are towards complementary directions on their possible symmetric counterparts at bar segment , for example, mode 44 at P2 (639.41 Hz) and mode 70 at P3 (1020.20 Hz), respectively. All mode shapes within this set can be considered under the Euler-Bernoulli theory for simply supported hinged-free bars with free moving ends. The sequence of the modes order refers to the transversal propagation and behavior of the mechanical wave, with displacements along the horizontal direction. In a simplified approach, under the Euler-Bernoulli theory, the number of peak displacements within the length of the bar corresponds to the order of the vibration mode of the bars. The same applies to the number of nodes within that length.
Figures 13 and 14 depict the first two mode shapes related to wave propagation for positions P1 and P5. From these figures, one can see that the wave propagation causes horizontal displacements, whose modal order and mode shapes are related. The modal shape wave denotes deformations essentially at the top lateral bars, whose waves propagate in phase opposition. Similar effects occur for positions P2 and P4, even for higher order modes with transversal wave propagation at the top lateral bars, as shown in Figures 15 and  16 .
At position P3, the lengths of the bars segments are identical on both sides, thus no meaning for shorter and longer bar segments. However, the center of mass is not aligned with the symmetry which influences the symmetric characteristic of the vibration modes, namely, the shapes of its deformation waves. The mode shapes for the first-order modes (modes 13 and 14) exhibit symmetry to the center, as shown in Figure 17 , while those for the second-order modes are antisymmetric, as is observable in Figure 18 . These characteristics also apply to the other modes listed in Table 2 at P3.
Note that the modal frequencies values for modes 13 and 14 in P3 are very close. Therefore, in real situations, due to imperfections and tolerances, the possibility of exciting both modes simultaneously is very high, which is not applicable to the remaining modes at position P3.
The secondary part of the magnetic circuit of the actuator is a nonuniform bar as its sectional area is not homogeneous. Nevertheless, because the teeth secondary poles are regularly and periodically distributed along the bar, its configuration denotes regularity and symmetry. Table 3 lists the 9th-and 10th-order modes related to vibrations almost exclusively with the bar of the secondary per configuration of the actuator. It also shows the relative frequency deviation to the average value of frequency for each particular order mode. The number between brackets denotes the corresponding mode per position as listed in Table 1 . The relative frequency deviation is lower than 0.4%, which evidences that the vibration frequency is approximately equal for the mode order in each position. This is emphasized by the mode number which is almost the same per position and per mode order, according to the general data in Table 1 . The associated mode shapes also denote consistency in the modal frequency for each position, as the differences among the frequencies are small: the deviation from the mean values. The peak displacements or the nodes visible in the mode shapes indicate the order of the mode and its relation to a free end multisupported bar.
In this case, the wave propagation generates transversal displacements along the vertical direction, that is, along the YY axis. Figures 19(a) and 19(b) illustrate the 9th-order mode for position P2 and the 10th-order mode at P4, respectively.
The parts at the primary assembly of the magnetic circuit of the LSRA are responsible for a set of vibration frequencies, for which the contributions of other parts or subassemblies are negligible. The primary subassembly is composed of three masses of copper (the coils) and S235-JR steel (the coil nucleus and teeth), which are attached to suspension to the platforms (see Figure 2(b) ). The modal frequencies listed in Table 4 , which are also a subset of Table 1 , are substantially related to the vibration modes of the primary parts. The results are presented in a similar manner as in Table 3 : the relative frequency deviation is referenced to the average value of frequency for each particular order mode and the number between brackets denotes the corresponding mode per position as listed in Table 1 .
The values presented in Table 4 also show that the modes order and the modal frequencies are consistent with each position. No significant displacements occur for other parts or are visible from its mode shape figures, and for that reason, its representation is omitted. The differences among the frequencies for different points are small, especially for the modes of order 2 to 4. Taking the average frequency value as a reference, we verify that, except for 1st-order mode in P3, the frequency deviation does not surpass ∼2.4%, being less than 0.07% for modes of second and fourth order. The average deviation is in general less than 0.65%. We also notice symmetry on the frequency values with respect to the central position of the platforms (P3), which is related to the structural characteristics of the actuator.
The complete description of all types of modes is quite a cumbersome task and that is difficult to accommodate in the paper length. Therefore, the remaining vibration modes listed in Table 1 are described briefly. Some mode shapes listed in Table 1 correspond to in-phase horizontal displacements of the top bars, for example, modes 9 and 20 in position P1 and modes 9 and 19 for position P5. Other modes correspond to in-phase or out-of-phase vertical displacements of the lateral bars. There are also vibration modes with mixed displacements in all three directions and with the torsional movement of the bars, as depicted in Figures 20(a) and 20(b) .
The complete analysis of all modes is more exhaustive but difficult to accommodate in the paper length. These referred to here highlight solely some modal features with diverse characteristics. The complete information gathered from the simulations helps to identify the most significant modal frequencies of structural origin that allow the full characterization of the LSRA regarding vibrations. The dataset and its subsequent analysis also support the validation of the vibrations of the actuator under real operation and to adopt adequate control strategies with less impact on vibrational issues.
Experimental Results
To verify the results from the simulations, we conducted experimental modal excitation tests using an electrodynamic shaker to excite the structure, collect the audio emitted, and analyze the spectral contents of these audio signals in MATLAB. The force applied by the electrodynamic shaker is sinusoidal, in a steady-state regime, with constant amplitude and the frequency varying linearly within the range from 10 to 1100 Hz with 10 Hz steps. The amplitude spectrum contents of the audio signals for positions P1, P2 are shown in Figures  21 and 22 , respectively, both obtained by using the windowed discrete Fourier transform and the Hamming window. For readability purposes, some of the most significant modal frequencies are shown and highlighted whose results correspond to approximated values. In Figures 21 and 22 there are prominent amplitude peaks at 65 Hz which correspond to the first mode for P1 and P5 (dual configurations). The nearest peaks positioned at the right of these correspond to nearly 75 Hz and are related to the first mode in positions P2 and P4. The frequencies of 180 and 201 Hz correspond to modes 12 and 13, and the frequencies of 282 and 290 Hz are related to mode 19, all listed in Table 1 . The range of frequencies near 610/620 Hz corresponds to vibrations associated with the modal frequencies of modes 40 to 44, also listed in Table 1 . Notice the high concentration of frequency peaks near these values. Moreover, the highlighted frequencies, 838 Hz and 882 Hz, corresponded to the modes related to vibrations almost exclusively at the parts of the primary circuit, as listed in Table 4 and discussed in the text.
The deviations of the experimental results from the values obtained with numerical simulations are explained due to the ideal contact conditions considered in the FEM. Nevertheless, the test data results are coherent and confirm those obtained from numerical methods. Thus, they can be used to support the characterization of the vibrations related to the operation of the actuator. 
Conclusions
The analysis of the structural vibration frequencies in a threephase linear switched reluctance actuator is performed to support the characterization of the machine with respect to the excited vibrations and corresponding mode shapes. The study uses the finite element method applied to a 3D mechanical model and iterative methods to find the solution of the system dynamics equations. The frequency evaluation considers five different configurations of the actuator, according to the position of its platforms, and for each position, eighty modal frequencies are considered. For all considered situations, the frequency range up to nearly 1.2 kHz contains 74 useful modal frequencies with an average variation of almost 15 Hz among modes. However, there are cases where the frequency difference between adjacent modes is less than 1 Hz. The results reveal abundant modes and harmonics and the symmetry characteristics of the actuator, helping to identify the vibration modes that can be excited for different configurations of the actuator. The mode shapes, associated with each mode, evidence the contribution of various parts of the actuator to the set of its vibration frequencies. The majority of the obtained frequencies correspond to the normal mode where the waves propagate transversally along bars or beams, in the XX or YY direction. The modes with these characteristics are associated with the lateral top bar subassemblies of the actuator structure. Each lateral subassembly is formed by a chromium-plated stainless steel guide rail mounted on the top of a rectangular aluminum profile. The waves propagate in each lateral bar subassemblies along either XX or YY direction, in phase or out of phase. However, there are other modes associated with these subassemblies, with higher complexity, in which the wave propagation implies torsional displacements. Owing to the characteristics and complexity of the structure, the mode shapes, in general, indicate wave transmission to adjacent parts and reveal their contributions to each modal frequency. On the other hand, for some special cases, the modal frequencies are associated almost solely with distinct parts or subassemblies as, for example, the primary circuit parts. For these cases, only the parts directly involved contribute to those vibration modes and the remaining parts and subassemblies do not suffer significant displacements.
The spectral analysis of the audio signals collected from experimental modal excitations serves as confirmation for the data obtained by the simulation and supports the characterization of the actuator. Consequently, the obtained results are consistent and well agree with the analytical estimations done for a simplified model of the system. Meanwhile, the use of FEM and iterative methods provides more accurate results. The data supplied by the simulations demonstrate the quasi-symmetric behavior of the system: that it is possible to excite similar modes at opposite positions for the actuator platforms. The overall information obtained via the FEM simulations contributes to better understanding of further experimental studies and permits one to achieve a global characterization of the actuator regarding the vibrations. The information gathered provides a possibility of modifying the structural configuration of the actuator at the design stage. It also helps to improve the control techniques for exciting the phases of the actuator, by avoiding operating regimes with frequencies near the natural vibration frequencies of the system.
